Most recent work Sept 2015. Everything is done freehand. 20’ x 8’ was done in 2 afternoons.

More mural samples: Flowers on Garage 10x10

Marathoners in a family room 10x10

New Mexico roadway 20x10

The 2 sample pictures above are not murals.

This is the wooden fence to be painted as seen from the SE. Ends are appx 15x12, south side is appx 25x12.
It is seen from the Tuttle softball fields, the Olentangy bike path, and park the entry road.

This is a digital mockup by the artist of the plan for the mural on the mural as seen from the southwest.

East end of fence.

Detail study for lower portion.
Lowest 2 to 4 feet of the mural will have ornamental grass planted in front of it.

Tuttle Park enclosure mural.
This project idea came about after Tuttle Park Rec Center received its much need air conditioning.
However, when they finished they built a fort around the unit to keep the bad guys out. The fence is ugly
and detracts from the parks beauty.
The Tuttle CRC voted to have a mural painted on the fence before the winter. Word was put out and we
had interest from 2 muralists. One did not follow through. The other, work shown above, presented a
proposal sketch, rendered it digitally and altered it to fulfill our vision for the park. An informal decision
was made to go with tis artist, but I asked that we wait until the whole board could vote on it. The CRC
then unanimously approved it. Rec Center supervisor and director also approved the design.
We have the funds and the artist is ready to start. We wanted to first get approval from the Art
Commission because we value your input.
The mural had to incorporate park activities and enhance the appearance of the building.
The digital mock up shows the park in use. Though the digital image has very bold colors and crisp lines,
the painted mural will have more of the feel of the works seen above with less harsh lines and colors.
We would like to start as soon as possible. The artist can paint it in 2 consecutive days but will allow for a
3rd for finish/touch up work. He will hand paint the whole wall using roller and brush application of
exterior deck paint. This must be done in advance of the first frost.
Artist will be paid $2500 from available Tuttle CRC funds to include paint and materials other than
primer.
The mural is anticipated to last 2 to 3 years without need for touch up. However, paint on cedar fencing
in the direct sun and through freezes is always going to need to be maintained. The design is
intentionally simple so that touch up can be done easily. With maintenance, the mural should last as long
as the wood lasts. The Tuttle CRC will purchase touch up paint and organize volunteers to repair as
needed.
Brue Hoyt, Tuttle CRC member.
267-7626

